Reversing sex role reversal: compete only when you must
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The operational sex ratio (OSR: ratio of sexually active males to females producing fertilizable eggs at a given time and place) is thought to be an important determinant of animal sex roles (Emlen & Oving 1977). By definition, biases in this ratio lead to stronger intrasexual competition for mates in the sex occurring in ‘excess’ while favouring the evolution of greater selectivity in the choice of mating partners by the sex in ‘shortage’ (Clutton-Brock & Parker 1992; Kokko & Monaghan 2001; Clutton-Brock 2007).

Although sex roles can be typically dichotomized into ‘conventional’, when males compete more intensely for the access to mating partners, and ‘reversed’, when female competition is stronger (sensu Vincent et al. 1992), studies have demonstrated that fluctuations in ecological and physical factors influencing reproductive rates can affect the OSR. As a result, the intensity of mating competition (e.g. spider mite, Tetanychus urticae: Enders 1993; field cricket, Gryllus pennsylvanicus; Souroukis & Cade 1993; Japanese medaka, Orzyia latipes: Grant 1995; sand goby, Pomatoschistus minutus: Kvarnemo et al. 1995) or sex roles (Almada et al. 1995) can change. Gwynne & Simmons (1990) showed, in katydids, that when high-quality food is abundant, males produce spermatophores more rapidly than females produce eggs, thus biasing the OSR towards males and leading to male–male competition. In contrast, when food is scarce, males take longer to produce spermatophores, the OSR is female biased, and females become the more competitive sex (Gwynne & Simmons 1990). More recently, Forsgren et al. (2004) highlighted a similar pattern in the two-spotted goby, Gobiusculus flavescens, by showing that a change in the OSR during the breeding season is accompanied by a marked change in mating competition, with male–male competition and intensive male courtship behaviour being superseded by female–female competition and actively courting females. Given the potential for flexibility in vertebrate sex roles, as stressed by Forsgren et al. (2004), it seems imperative to explore the range of variation in selection regimes, namely by determining how, and how quickly, animals respond to changes in the OSR. For instance, we can predict that a sex role-reversed species, where females are the predominant competitors for mates, might show a mirror-like response pattern to variation in the OSR. A surplus of ‘ready to
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mater' males would promote male–male competition, reversing the system back into conventional sex roles, while an excess of receptive females would increase female–female competition, thus intensifying sex role reversal.

The family Syngnathidae (pipefishes, seahorses and seadragons), in which either males or females may be subject to greater sexual selection (Vincent et al. 1992; Monteiro et al. 2002; Berglund & Rosenqvist 2003; Silva et al. 2006), provides a unique opportunity to test the influence of OSR on sex role dynamics. Such a topic, however, remains to be explored fully as the majority of studies have focused on a single species, the broad-nosed pipefish Syngnathus typhle (Berglund 1994, 2005; Vincent et al. 1994; Jones et al. 2000, 2005). In this species, even though the sexes do not seem to differ in several life history parameters (e.g. size, mortality, dispersal) observed allocation strategies have proved to be related not only to sex but also to size (Berglund et al. 2006). While males spent more time foraging, females were prone to reproduce. Smaller individuals, on the other hand, seemed to postpone reproduction and thus increase in size faster (Berglund et al. 2006). Furthermore, the degree of choosiness seemed also to be correlated with the displayed allocation tactics, since individuals committed to mating activities seemed also to be more critical in their choices. These results highlight the importance of considering other life history variables, besides the sex of the individual, in studies aimed at understanding the underlying dynamics of a species’ mating system.

We tested for the direct influence of adult sex ratios (as a direct estimation of the OSR) on the mating behaviour of the sex role-reversed (Silva et al. 2006) pipefish, Syngnathus abaster. We addressed four major questions. (1) Can sex ratios per se directly affect courtship and mating competition in S. abaster? (2) Do alterations in the OSR influence males and females alike? (3) Given that, in S. abaster, body size is strongly implicated in mate choice (Silva et al. 2007), do larger and more attractive individuals react differently from smaller competitors when the OSR changes? (4) Is there a change in the degree of choosiness when OSR is altered?

METHODS

Study Animal and Procedure

Syngnathus abaster is a small brown-green pipefish, with dark or pale spots on the trunk and tail. It has a restricted distribution that includes the Mediterranean, the Black Sea and the Atlantic coast of southwestern Europe up to southern Biscay (Dawson 1986). This euryhaline pipefish occurs either in coastal areas or in brackish and fresh waters (Cakic et al. 2002), and can be found mainly among sand, mud or eelgrass meadows, at depths between 0.5 and 5 m, within a temperature range of 8–24 °C. Males have a brood pouch located ventrally on the tail, which consists of two skin folds that come into contact mediately with their free edges, where they brood a variable number of eggs that may range from only a few up to 64 (Silva et al. 2006). Females attain larger sizes and have a more pronounced lateral coloration on the trunk. This ornamentation can be amplified, in a similar manner as that described for S. typhle (Berglund & Rosenqvist 2003).

Experimental fish were collected with a hand net, in a salt pond reservoir, at the Ria de Aveiro estuarine lagoon (40°45’N, 8°40’W), in Portugal. Fish were transported to the laboratory in isothermal containers, where they were maintained in 250-litre aquaria, illuminated by natural light supplemented with 18 W fluorescent lamps. Tank substrata consisted mainly of sand and plastic seagrass laid to mimic the original habitat. The continuously running seawater was physically and biologically filtered and its temperature was kept constant at 18–19 °C to allow for continuous breeding (see Silva et al. 2007). Fish were fed daily with fresh Artemia franciscana nauplii. To maximize the chance of observing matings, mature males (nonpregnant) and females were kept in separate tanks for 3 weeks before the experiment.

Individuals were randomly selected according to sex and size and assigned to 40-litre aquaria where three different sex ratio treatments were constructed: even (4♀:4♂), male biased (2♀:6♂) and female biased (6♀:2♂). Observations in the natural populations from where the fish were captured (2003–2009) showed average monthly sex ratios (number of males/(number of males + number of females)) ranging from 0.11 to 0.65. Thus, we feel that the results extracted from the selected treatments reflect a real adaptive flexibility rather than a response to an artificially skewed sex ratio. Fish were kept to acclimate for 1 day before the observation period. In all aquaria, an equal number of large and small individuals were used. Size cutoffs for ‘large’ and ‘small’ individuals were defined according to Silva et al. (2007), as half a standard deviation below and above the mean size (total length) for each sex (♀: mean ± SD = 9.4 ± 1.38 cm; ♂: mean ± SD = 8.5 ± 1.26 cm; values obtained from prior measurements in the same population). Large males and females were longer than 9.1 cm and 10.1 cm, respectively. Small males and females were shorter than 7.9 cm and 8.7 cm respectively. Ten replicates of each sex ratio treatment were conducted.

Owing to the large number of individuals required to complete all three treatments (120 males and 120 females), and given our inability to capture additional pipefish, some fish were used twice (35 nonpregnant males and 21 females) but care was taken to allow for a ‘resting period’ of at least 1 month. For females, this period allows for the production of new eggs ready to be spawned (K. Silva, unpublished data). For males, we reused only nonpregnant males even though aquarium-kept S. abaster males were observed receiving new egg clutches only 1 h after the release of juveniles. Nearly 65% of the reused males received eggs. A similar proportion of mating success was observed for the nonreused males (ca. 62%) thus indicating that reuse of individuals might not have affected reproductive patterns.

Each male and female, recognizable by size (large or small), coloration and specific pigmentation patterns on the head, were observed continuously during 10 min periods over 5 consecutive days (50 min overall observation per fish) and the frequency of each selected behaviour (approach, parallel swimming, flickering and lateral display) directed either to a male or a female was recorded (Table 1). Each mating event was also recorded along with the size class of the individuals involved. Additionally, we recorded the number of successful disruptions of ongoing courtship rituals (interpreted as a form of intrasexual competition, according to Silva et al. 2006; Table 1).

The extension of the observation period over a few days seemed particularly important as preliminary observations suggested that females need a few days to deposit their entire egg clutch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Moving towards another fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel swimming</td>
<td>Two fish swimming through the aquarium in a more or less parallel position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickering</td>
<td>Rapid and vigorous bends along the main axis of the body displayed towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral display</td>
<td>Temporary colour ornament displayed in a motionless and parallel position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful disruption</td>
<td>When an individual interacts with a courting pair, mainly by placing its body between the individuals, causing the pair’s ongoing behaviour to stop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Recorded behaviours and corresponding descriptions (according to Silva et al. 2006)
Moreover, males could be expected to be more choosy in the female-biased treatment and thus require more time to copulate, as has been shown in another sex role-reversed pipefish (see Berglund 1994). Also, the selected extent of the observation period would maximize the probability of observing all the selected behaviours, simultaneously diluting any possible dependence in their expression (e.g. if a particular behaviour tends to occur first and/or is more frequent, a short observation period might not allow for the detection of other less frequent or late occurring behaviours). Notwithstanding, we opted to avoid very prolonged observation periods to prevent alterations in the OSR, since a fully occupied male would not be receptive to new egg batches.

Given the different numbers of males and females present in the tested sex ratios, the statistical analysis of the observed inter- and intrasexual interactions (in the form of the four selected behaviours) could lead to misinterpretations. As such, observed frequencies per individual were corrected for the different probabilities of encountering an individual of the same or different sex. For example, the 782 male–male approaches observed in the male-biased treatment over the entire observation period were divided by the proportion of males that could have been encountered (5/7). In respect to courtship disruptions, observed frequencies were corrected for the number of courting pairs that a particular individual could have disrupted in each sex ratio treatment. For example, a male in the even treatment, had, at each moment, the opportunity to disrupt three pairs.

To avoid nonindependence, statistical analysis only included data from one type of interaction per fish (male to male \((M \rightarrow M)\), female to female \((F \rightarrow F)\), male to female \((M \rightarrow F)\) or female to male \((F \rightarrow M)\)). For instance, in the 10 male-biased sex ratio replicates, with a total of 30 large and 30 small males, the analysis only included 15 randomly selected observations from large males interacting with males (in the form of all four behaviours) and 15 observations from large males interacting with females (in the form of all four behaviours).

**Cluster Analysis**

The mean frequencies of all selected behaviours for both types of interactions (intra- and intersexual) were used to create a similarity matrix (fourth-root transformation, similarity measure: Euclidian distance). A cluster analysis, using the computer software package PRIMER 5 (Plymouth routines in multivariate ecological research Primer-E Ltd, Ivybridge, U.K.), was then conducted (cluster mode: group average) to observe a possible relationship between the tested sex ratios and the types of interactions performed by each sex. If some of the tested sex ratios intensified or depressed the number of interactions, visible clusters would be formed helping us to understand the underlying dynamics of the observed process. As an example, we predicted that female–female interactions would reach the highest values in the female-biased sex ratio. We also predicted that male–male interactions, in the male-biased sex ratio, would also attain high values, thus forming a cluster. Furthermore, this approach would allow for a ‘global ordination’ of the intra- and intersexual interactions, for all tested sex ratios (e.g. in the female-biased sex ratio, will females interact more with males or females? And how do these values relate to male-performed interactions in the male-biased sex ratio?).

**MANOVAs**

Four multiple analyses of variance (MANOVAs), one for each behaviour (approach, parallel swimming, flickering and lateral display), were conducted to test for possible effects of sex ratio, sex and body size on the frequencies of intra- and intersexual interactions. To obtain homogeneity of variances, data were log transformed in the case of parallel swimming and flickering (intrasexual interactions) and flickering (intersexual interactions). Lateral display data (intersexual interactions) were square-root transformed. Even though the homogeneity of variances assumption was not met for approach and lateral display, solely for intra-sexual interactions, we decided to continue with the analysis given the robustness of the \(F\) statistic (Lindman 1974).

**ACTUS and Chi-square Analysis**

Successful disruptions caused by males or females were analysed with ACTUS (analysis of contingency tables using simulation; Estabrook & Estabrook 1989). For each sex, a potential association of body size and sex ratio treatments was assessed. Simultaneously, using an observed versus expected chi-square analysis (with Bonferroni adjustments), we assessed the differences between disruptions among large and small individuals within each sex ratio treatment.

A possible association between sex ratios and mating preferences was then assessed with ACTUS. The observed number of size-matched and nonsize-matched pairs was scored for each treatment. Additionally, within the observed nonsize-matched mating pairs formed during the experiment (large males with small females or small males with large females), a possible association between the sex ratio treatment and the size combination between males and females was investigated.

**ANOVA**

An orthogonal ANOVA was conducted to determine whether sex ratio and male size affected pregnancy latency period (here interpreted as an indirect measurement of male choosiness, as observed by Berglund 1994).

Post hoc comparisons for ANOVA and MANOVA were conducted using a Newman–Keuls test. All probabilities are two tailed and a significance level of 0.05 was used. Unless otherwise stated, statistical analyses were performed using Statistica 6.1 (Statsoft, Tulsa, OK, U.S.A.).

**Ethical Note**

Animals were collected with permission of the Portuguese ‘Capitania do Porto de Aveiro’. Most of the fish that enter the salt pond reservoirs eventually die because of water evaporation or water usage for salt production, although some may eventually escape back into the estuary. Nevertheless, since this species migrates from the estuary by September (it cannot be located in the area except during the breeding season; N. M. Monteiro, personal observation), we opted not to release the fish either in the salt pond reservoirs or in the estuary. At the end of the experimental period, all the fish were maintained in the laboratory and used in further studies involving reproduction and larval development.

**RESULTS**

**Cluster Analysis**

The dendrogram resulting from the cluster analysis identified two major clusters, A and B (Fig. 1). Cluster A shows that intrasexual interactions were greatly reduced when sex ratios were skewed towards a large number of available mating partners (IFM and IMF). Given the sex role reversal observed in this species, male-to-female interactions were also clustered in this group which is basically characterized by the lowest observed frequencies of all the selected
behaviours. Cluster B was subdivided into group C which combined intersexual interactions of both males and females when many available partners were present (XMF and XFM), and group D. Within group D, the highest frequencies were recorded for male–male and female–female interactions when more potential competitors existed (IFF and IMM). Again, taking the sex role into consideration, under an equal sex ratio treatment, with males displaying all four behaviours are usually described as part of the courtship ritual, we note that the highest frequencies of these behaviours were expressed towards the same sex, when sex ratio treatments were skewed towards more potential competitors.

MANOVAs

All four MANOVAs showed a significant interaction between the tested sex ratios, sex and focal fish size (Table 2). To identify the contribution of the dependent variables to the significant overall effect, we proceeded to analyse the univariate results (Table 3).

Intrasexual interactions

In the equal sex ratio treatment (E), female–female interactions were more common than male–male interactions (Fig. 2). While females displayed all four behaviours towards other females, males were only seen approaching other males. Large females interacted more with other females than small ones while no differences were observed between large and small males. Biased sex ratios induced different response patterns in males and females. Male-biased sex ratios induced an increase in the number of male–male interactions, compared to the equal sex ratio treatment, with males displaying all selected behaviours. Also, large and small males differed significantly in activity levels. Large individuals were more interactive than small ones (except for lateral display where no differences were observed). Note that males exhibited the contrasted stripes ornament (Fig. 2, lateral display), typically described for females or for males interacting with females (Berglund & Rosenqvist 2003).

Figure 1. Cluster analyses based on a similarity matrix constructed on the mean frequencies of all selected behaviours (AP – approach, PS – parallel swimming, FL – flickering, LD – lateral display) according to the type of interaction (I – intra- and X – intersexual interaction), sex of the fish (M – male, F – female) and sex ratio treatment (E – equal, M – male biased, F – female biased). For further details see the Results.
Analyses were performed independently for each behaviour.

Within females, the excess of males resulted in a decrease in intrasexual interactions compared to the equal treatment. No female was observed swimming in parallel or flickering towards other females. Additionally, small females never displayed the ornament. Approach and lateral display were significantly affected by size, with large females being more active. An excess of females did not intensify female–female interactions. Large females displayed less than in the even treatment (significant differences for approach, parallel swimming and lateral display) while small females showed no decrease in activity and even flickered more often. Still, large females remained more active than small ones.

Intrasexual interactions

The extremely low level of parallel-swimming interactions (Fig. 2) displayed by both sexes and sizes indicates that this behaviour is primarily expressed towards the same sex.

In the equal sex ratio treatment, and in contrast to intrasexual interactions which were almost exclusive to females, both sexes displayed all four behaviours towards the opposite sex with the exception of lateral display in males. Larger females performed more lateral displays and flickered more often than smaller ones.

The male-biased sex ratio had distinct effects on the way different-sized males interacted with females (Fig. 2), with only large males increasing the frequency of approach and lateral display, compared to the equal sex ratio. Within females, the more pronounced change was the absence of flickering and the reduction of lateral display. Female size only affected the frequency of approaches, with large females approaching males more often than small ones.

The female-biased sex ratio had a more subtle effect on intersexual interactions leading only to a decrease in approach by all males (small males approached females less often than large ones) and flickering by large males only. Within females, no differences were observed compared to the even sex ratio. A significant effect of size was observed on the frequency of flickering and ornament display.

**ACTUS and Chi-square Analysis**

**Courtship disruptions**

The ACTUS analysis on successful pair disruptions by males did not differ significantly from what would be expected if there was no dependence among the variables male size and sex ratio treatment ($\chi^2 = 42.361$, $P < 0.001$). Female disruptions, on the other hand, highlighted a strong association between body size and sex ratio treatment (ACTUS; $\chi^2 = 19.905$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3). Significant deviations from the expected frequencies were observed in the equal and

### Table 3

Univariate results for each dependent variable in the MANOVA on male and female interactions (approach, parallel swimming, flickering and lateral display)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Intrasexual interactions</th>
<th>Intersexual interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean square</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approach</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>229374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>519459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio*Sex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>427239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio*Size</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex*Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio<em>Sex</em>Size</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Error          | 108         | 7897 |first table of results from the MANOVA on male and female interactions. No female was observed swimming in parallel or flickering towards other females. Additionally, small females never displayed the ornament. Approach and lateral display were significantly affected by size, with large females being more active. An excess of females did not intensify female–female interactions. Large females displayed less than in the even treatment (significant differences for approach, parallel swimming and lateral display) while small females showed no decrease in activity and even flickered more often. Still, large females remained more active than small ones (except in approach). Within males, interactions were reduced to often. Still, large females remained more active than small ones. **ACTUS and Chi-square Analysis**  **Courtship disruptions** The ACTUS analysis on successful pair disruptions by males did not differ significantly from what would be expected if there was no dependence among the variables male size and sex ratio treatment ($\chi^2 = 42.361$, $P < 0.001$). Female disruptions, on the other hand, highlighted a strong association between body size and sex ratio treatment (ACTUS; $\chi^2 = 19.905$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3). Significant deviations from the expected frequencies were observed in the equal and
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Figure 2. Mean frequencies of all four selected behaviours for male and female inter- and intrasexual interactions in each sex ratio treatment ($E = \text{equal}$, $M = \text{male biased}$ and $F = \text{female biased}$). Newman–Keuls test results are presented with grey squares indicating significant differences. Error bars represent SDs.
female-biased sex ratio treatments. More disruptions than those expected by chance were observed in the female-biased sex ratio for small females. In contrast, fewer disruptions than those expected by chance were observed in the equal sex ratio treatment for small females as well as in the female-biased sex ratio for large females.

In all treatments, large females were more successful at disrupting courting pairs (even sex ratio treatment: $c_{12}^2 = 50.261, P < 0.001$; female-biased sex ratio treatment: $c_{12}^2 = 8.877, P < 0.01$; male-biased sex ratio treatment: $c_{12}^2 = 26.889, P < 0.001$).

Mating pairs

Size-matched pairs were always more frequent than pairs formed by individuals of contrasting size classes (Fig. 4), independently of sex ratio treatment (ACTUS: $\chi^2 = 1.551, P = 0.481$; equal sex ratio: 33/10 pairs; female-biased sex ratio: 16/4 pairs; male-biased sex ratio: 17/9 pairs). For the less common nonsize-matched pairs, a significant association was observed between sex ratio treatment and the relative size combination of males and females (ACTUS: $\chi^2 = 13.081, P < 0.001$). In the female-biased sex ratio, where males were scarce and females more abundant, large males did not mate with small females. Similarly, in the male-biased sex ratio, where males were in excess, large females did not mate with small males. While small males mated more often with large females in the female-biased sex ratio, the opposite (small females mating with large males in the male-biased sex ratio) did not occur more frequently than expected by chance alone.

ANOVA

Finally, the ANOVA results on the time taken to the first mating, considering the sex ratio treatment and male size, revealed a significant effect of sex ratio (Table 4, Fig. 5). No significant interaction with male size was observed. The time taken until the first spawning event was significantly higher in the female-biased sex ratio than in the other treatments.

DISCUSSION

There is increasing evidence that mating patterns are, in general, more plastic than previously thought (e.g. Kvarnemo et al. 1995; Forsgren et al. 2004). The present study has provided evidence of some of the effects of sex ratio variation on the reproductive behaviour of *S. abaster* males and females. The sex role reversal described for this species (Silva et al. 2006) could be easily observed in the even sex ratio treatment, where females were clearly more competitive than males, investing intensely in intrasexual displays, probably as a means to establish a dominance hierarchy based on body size (see also Silva et al. 2007). In fact, besides engaging more in intrasexual interactions, large dominant females were also far more successful than small ones at disrupting ongoing courtships. Males, on the other hand, seemed to devote their efforts solely to courting females. As mentioned in Silva et al. (2006), this active role in courtship contrasts with other sex-role-reversed pipefishes where males are much more passive (e.g. *Nerophis umbripiformis*: Monteiro et al. 2002).

Even taking into consideration that *S. abaster* is a sex role-reversed species (at least under an even sex ratio), it could be expected that a surplus of males would boost male–male interactions, probably even reversing sex role reversal, since females would become the limiting sex. Our results seem to corroborate this prediction since the level of male intrasexual interactions rose significantly above that of female–female interactions, under
a male-biased sex ratio. Males were observed displaying the ornament towards other males, a phenomenon that, at least to our knowledge, has never been described for syngnathids. Berglund & Rosenqvist (2001) stated that the male's ornament might have evolved as a correlated response to selection for ornamentation in females, as males prefer ornamented females. Nevertheless, the male ornament has already been described as a means of signalling females in the sex role-reversed pipefish *S. typhle* (Berglund et al. 2005). Surprisingly, *S. abaster* males seem capable of using the ornament in both contexts, courtship and competition. Since ornament display was only observed under the male-biased sex ratio, the treatment where males actively competed for female access, it could be argued that ornament function in males is similar to that of female displays: signalling quality not only towards the opposite sex but also to potential rivals. As well as in females (Silva et al. 2007), male size seems also to play a major role in the outcome of intrasexual interactions, mainly in the male-biased sex ratio, where male competition occurs. Larger males interacted more than small ones (significant differences were observed in all the behaviours except lateral display) and were also more successful at disrupting mating pairs. Thus, the male dominance hierarchy seems similar to that of females, based on size and advertised with the same ornament.

Surprisingly, a shift towards a female-biased sex ratio did not globally intensify female–female competition. Contrary to what could be expected, large females, usually dominant and prone to intrasexual competitive behaviours, interacted even less with other females (with the exception of flickering where no differences were observed). Small females, on the other hand, showed no reduction in the number of interactions, and flickered more in the female-biased treatment. Since, when many females were available, males seemed to be 'more choosy', preferring larger partners and avoiding mating with smaller ones, it could be hypothesized that large (preferred) females might not need to maintain or increase competitive behaviours, as small ones do, to obtain a mating partner since male choosiness translates into a higher reproductive confidence. In contrast, small females continued to try to obtain a mating partner (e.g. flickering rose significantly from the even to the female-biased sex ratio). The more active behaviour of small females in this treatment was also translated into an increased courtship activity. These results seem consistent with previous work on this species which highlighted a switch point in the female's reproductive tactics over her lifetime (Silva et al. 2009). Berglund (1991) showed that smaller *S. typhle* females seem to trade immediate reproduction for growth to increase the prospects of future reproductive success. Rather than an intrinsic species-specific difference in the response to demographic structure between these two species, the decision to allocate resources to reproduction or growth might also be closely linked to the extent of the breeding season experienced in the sampled populations. In Portugal, *S. abaster's* breeding season is almost twice as long as that experienced by the Swedish populations of *S. typhle*, thus increasing the chances of small females finding a mate even if that implies waiting for large, preferred females to stop reproducing.

Game-theoretical models predict that the value of winning should affect how much an individual invests in a contest (Leimar et al. 1991). Accordingly, Parker (1983) suggested that individuals might vary their mating tactics according to their relative attractiveness. In *S. typhle*, small males, which have a lower competitive ability, counted more and took greater risks to get a partner, than larger, preferred males (Billing et al. 2007). Also, in the Trinidadian guppy, *Poecilia reticulata*, attractive males showed lower levels of courtship as they gained higher reproductive benefits compared to less attractive individuals (Reynolds 1993). Thus, when exposed to few potential mates, large female *S. abaster* might opt to decrease competition, since temporarily postponing reproduction and waiting for additional mating opportunities might not be a high-risk strategy given male preference for large females. In a parallel experiment, large females laid more eggs when surrounded by a large number of males (Silva et al. 2009). Thus, it seems that the number of available mates is an important variable in the expression of female mating behaviour.

It could be expected that a skewed sex ratio towards one sex, besides increasing intrasexual competition, would also intensify courtship. Nevertheless, the most drastic alterations were observed in intrasexual interactions, rather than courtship, a fact especially surprising considering that the monitored behaviours are usually described as part of the courtship ritual. Similar findings were obtained in the sand goby where behavioural patterns connected to courtship did not change with the sex ratio, while competitive interactions were drastically affected (Kvarnemo 1996). One possible explanation for this observation might lie in the fact that intrasexual interactions may also serve as a cue for mate choice. Animals obtain information and guide their choice between potential partners from observing competitive interactions and displays between them, just as well as from displays directed towards the choosing individual (Kvarnemo et al. 1995; Berglund & Rosenqvist 2001). In *S. typhle*, for example, males preferred dominant over attractive females, remembering information from competitive displays and using it, rather than immediate information from displays (Berglund & Rosenqvist 2001). Field observations revealed a size-assortative mating pattern in *S. abaster* (Silva et al. 2007), which was also visible in our present aquarium experiment. Independently of sex ratio treatment, individuals mated more often with similar-size partners. When we analysed only pairs formed by individuals of contrasting sizes, it became apparent that large individuals were especially choosier when there was an excess of mating partners. Small individuals, on the other hand, might not have the opportunity to be as choosy as large ones since both sexes have similar preferences for large partners (Silva et al. 2006). Small females might be especially limited since large females appear to monopolize male access. As an example, small males mated significantly more often than could be expected with large females in the female-biased sex ratio. In the male-biased sex ratio, small females did not mate with large males more often than expected.

Male choosiness was also seen in the female-biased sex ratio where time required until the first egg transfer was significantly higher. A similar observation has been made in *S. typhle* where male choosiness appears to be affected by the perceived proportion of

---

**Figure 5.** Mean time elapsed until the first spawn in the three selected treatments (equal, male- and female-biased sex ratios). Error bars represent SDs. *P* < 0.05.
potential mates and competitors (Berglund 1994). Berglund (1994) suggested that this allows males to modify their mating strategy to prevailing OSRs in nature.

A hypothetical delay in egg transfer could also be expected in the male-biased sex ratio, where females are choosier. Since this delay was not observed, it seems justifiable to assume that males, more than females, ultimately control the egg transfer event.

Sex ratio proved to be an effective variable in the expression of sex roles, with a surplus of males being able to disrupt the sex role reversal normally observed when both sexes coexist in similar numbers. Indeed, our results showed that male and female S. abaster seem able to detect imbalances in the ‘population’ sex ratio actively, becoming both choosier and less competitive towards conspecifics when the opposite sex is in excess, or more prone to adopt a competitive strategy. In specific scenarios where hypothetical costs derived from intrasexual competition might outweigh the benefits of immediately acquiring a partner, large females seem to count on their ‘sex appeal’, becoming less competitive towards conspecifics, probably saving resources for future breeding events.

Altogether, our results show a highly dynamic system, far from what could be expected under a binary sex role definition where individuals are also usually assumed to be solely competitive or choosy. Given these results, it could be argued that cases of apparently discordant sex roles, as in S. schlegeli (reversed according to Watanabe et al. 2000) under a female-biased sex ratio, and conventional according to Kornienko 2001 under an even sex ratio), might just reflect a behavioural plasticity, similar to that described for S. abaster.
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